IGCSE®

Work on Sanskrit grammar strengthens mental
agility and powers of reason, qualities essential
for careers in law, medicine and computing.

The Cambridge International General
Certificate of Education (IGCSE®) syllabus,
allows for systematic teaching of Sanskrit

Courses are designed to meet each student at
his/her own level, leading onwards in a systematic
and entertaining way.
A step by step approach, culminating in an
internationally accepted qualification, has proved
Perform action, O Dhanañjaya, being fixed in yoga,
renouncing attachments, and even-minded in success
and failure; equilibrium is verily yoga.
Bhagavad Gitaa 2.48 (IGCSE® syllabus)

Sanskrit is a classical language par excellence. It
has retained its structure and literature, so that
original texts more than three thousand years old
can still be read and understood today.
Sanskrit literature study provides a channel for
the understanding of timeless philosophical
principles. Analysis and discussion have the

to be beneficial.
These Sanskrit courses are suitable for students

of all religions, and none. St James Schools,
London, have taught Sanskrit as a firm basis for
modern and classical language study for over 40

language in combination with entertaining and
thought-provoking Sanskrit stories adapted

from the Mahābhārata, as well as the study and
appreciation of the original text of the
Bhagavad Gītā and Hitopadeśa.
The Sanskrit IGCSE® is recognised by
universities worldwide. It is listed on the
Cambridge International Examinations website:
https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/progr
ammes-and-qualifications/cambridge-igcsesanskrit-0499/

years.
The English-medium St James courses develop
the skill of translating, and interpreting subtle
concepts, in both Sanskrit and English.
Development of the St James' children's courses

Published: http://sanskritexams.org.uk/published-studybooks.html

Free ‘Epic Civilisation Course’ and Videos:
http://sanskritexams.org.uk/Free-IGCSE-Resources.html

potential to expand cultural, social and historical

was undertaken by teachers who had studied

http://sanskritexams.org.uk/free-sanskrit-

awareness.

Sanskrit both in eminent UK universities and with

videos.html

Knowledge of Sanskrit helps yoga, Ayurvedic

pandits in India.

medicine, poetry, dance and even mathematics!
Information provided by ‘Sanskrit at St James’ www.sanskritatstjames.org.uk

Support: h.harper@stjamesschools.org.uk

Information provided by ‘Sanskrit at St James’ www.sanskritatstjames.org.uk

